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Abstract

In [9] we introduced and analyzed a model for stochastic and dynamic vehicle

routing in which a single, uncapacitated vehicle traveling at a constant velocity in a

Euclidean region must service demands whose time of arrival, location and on-site

service are stochastic. The objective is to find a policy to service demands over an

infinite horizon that minimizes the expected system time (wait plus service) of the

demands. In this paper, we extend our analysis of this problem in several directions.

First, we analyze the problem of m identical vehicles with unlimited capacity and show

that in heavy traffic the system time is reduced by a factor of 1/mn2 over the single-

server case. One of these policies improves by a factor of two on the best known system

time for the single-server case. We then consider the case in which each vehicle can

serve at most q customers before returning to a depot. In contrast to the uncapacitated

case, we show the stability condition in this case depends strongly on the geometry

of the region. Several policies that have system times within a constant factor of the

optimum in heavy traffic are then proposed. Finally, we discuss extending these results

to mixed travel cost and system time objectives.
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1 Introduction

Vehicle routing problems are classically viewed as static and deterministic. A set of known

customer locations defines an instance, and the objective is to visit customers so as to min-

imize the total travel cost subject to certain constraints (e.g. a limit on vehicle capacity).

These classical problems have generated significant research interest over the years (see for

example [22], [14]) resulting in major contributions in the areas of combinatorial optimiza-

tion, the analysis of heuristics and complexity theory. However, as models for the type of

vehicle routing problems encountered in practice they are not always appropriate. Many

real-world problems involve considerable uncertainty in the problems data. For example,

locations may be known only probabilisticaly in advance and the demands they place on

vehicle capacity may be random. In addition, requests for service often arrive sequentially in

time, and again these arrival epochs may be stochastic. Finally, the objective of minimizing

travel distance is not necessarily paramount; in a dynamic setting, the delivery time (wait

for service) is often a more appropriate objective.

As a canonical example of an application with these characteristics, consider the following

utility repair problem: A utility firm (electric, gas, water and sewer, highway, etc.) is

responsible for the maintenance of a large, geographically dispersed facilities network. The

network is subject to failures which occur randomly both in time and space (location).

The firm operates a fleet of repair vehicles which are dispatched from a depot to respond to

failures. Routing decisions are made based on a real-time log of current failures and perhaps

some characterization of the future failure process. Vehicle crews spend a random amount

of time servicing each failure before they are free to move on to the next failure. The firm

would like to operate its fleet in a way that minimizes the average downtime due to failures.

There are many closely related problems to this canonical example that arise in practice.

For example, consider a firm that delivers a product from a central depot to customers based

on orders that arrive in real-time. Orders are entered into a log and delivery vehicles are

dispatched with the objective of minimizing some combination of the delivery cost and the

average wait for delivery. Such an order process is likely to be found in firms that serve

a large population of customers (or potential customers) each of whom orders relatively

infrequently (e.g. home heating oil distributors, mail order firms, etc.).

Further important examples are found in finished goods distribution and freight con-

solidation. Consider, for example, an automobile manufacturer. Cars are produced at an
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assembly plant and put into finished goods inventories (parking lots) to await distribution

by a fleet of car-hauling trucks. Each car is designated for a particular dealer. The inventory

can be thought of as a log of locations that must be visited by the delivery vehicles. New

entries to this log are made every time a new vehicle is added to the inventory, and entries

are deleted when automobiles are delivered to their designated dealers. In this situation,

minimizing the waiting time is, by Little's theorem, equivalent to minimizing the inventory

of finished goods either on the lot or in transit.

Similar distribution problems are found in freight consolidation (e.g. less-than-truckload

(LTL) shipping) and parcel post systems. Here distribution centers receive partial loads

designated for specific locations in a service region. These partial loads are queued (stored

in a distribution terminal) and eventually consolidated into full truckloads for delivery.

Lowering the wait for delivery in these systems is important both for improving the service

level (delivery time) and for reducing inventory costs (terminal space, insurance costs, etc.).

The complexities of such problems are often incorporated in the classical vehicle routing

framework through the use of rolling horizon procedures. These involve planning routes

for a fixed period into the future, often with the option of adding or deleting demands and

modifying routes as time advances. See Brown and Graves [10], Powell [23] and Psaraftis

[25] for examples of this approach. Though useful for data-intensive tactical problems, they

are inherently ad hoc and hence do not give the insight necessary for strategic planning.

Several researchers have proposed alterative models that explicitly consider some com-

bination of stochastic, dynamic demands or congestion/waiting time measures. Jaillet [18],

Bertsimas [6], [7] and Bertsimas, Jaillet and Odoni [8] address uncertainty in demand loca-

tions in their formulation of the probabilistic traveling salesman problem (PTSP) and the

probabilistic vehicle routing problem (PVRP). Batta et al. [3] and Berman et al. [5] con-

sider congestion effects in the context of location problems. Related work is also found in

the polling system literature ([28], [2], [12], and [11]) and the machine repairman literature

([27], [1]). A formulation that closely matches ours but in a network context is the dynamic

traveling salesman problem (DTSP) proposed by Psaraftis [24]. For a more detailed review

of these related areas see [9].
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1.1 The Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (DTRP)

To our knowledge, however, the first comprehensive set of results on dynamic vehicle routing

problems of this sort were presented in our earlier paper [9]. In it we proposed and analyzed

a model called the dynamic traveling repairman problem (DTRP) that incorporates many

essential features of the repair and distribution applications mentioned above. It is defined as

follows: demands for service arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A to a Euclidean

service region A of area A. (In this paper, we only assume that the region A is bounded.)

Upon arrival, demands assume an independent and uniformly distributed location in A.

Demands are serviced by a vehicle that travels at constant velocity v. At each location, the

vehicle spends an amount of on-site service time that is generally distributed with finite first

and second moments denoted by s and s2 respectively. (We let p = AS denote the fraction

of time the vehicle spends in on-site service.) The objective is to find policies for routing

the vehicle that minimize the average system time (waiting time plus on-site service time)

of demands.

Using results from geometrical probability, queueing theory and combinatorial optimiza-

tion, we were able to obtain several interesting results for this problem. In the light traffic

case (A - 0), we showed that a policy based on locating the server at the median, x*, of A

and serving customers in FCFS order, returning to the median after each service is optimal.

The optimal expected system time, T*, in this case satisfies

T* -E[IIX- x* 11]+ as XAO,
v

where X is a uniform location in A. (Note that the first term above is simply the expected

travel time from the median). We extend this result to the m-vehicle case in §2.

In heavy traffic, we discovered a quite different and unexpected behavior. We showed

that policies exist that have finite system times for all p < 1. This is surprising in that the

condition is independent of the service region size and shape; it is also the mildest stability

restriction one could hope for. We then showed that there exists a constant such that

AA S(1 - 2p)
-7 V2(1 p)2 2p

We extend this bound to the m-vehicle case in §2 as well and also improve on the previous

value of y, raising is from ;2 - 0.153 to 2 a: 0.266. Note that this bound grows like

(1 - p)-2 as p -- 1. Thus, though the stability condition is similar to that of a traditional

queue, the system time increases much more rapidly as congestion increases.
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We constructed several policies that have finite system times, T., for all p < 1. In

addition, we showed that these policies have the same asymptotic behavior, namely

AA
T ~ % V2(1 p)2 as p - 1,

where the constant %, demands only on the policy p. Hence, by comparing this to the

lower bound above, we see that the ratio T/T* is bounded as p -* 1. (Such a bound is

henceforth called a constant factor guarantee.) The provably best policy given in [9] was

one based on forming optimal traveling salesman tours for which -y, = -; 0.72, where is

the Euclidean TSP constant (see [22]). In §2.3, we improve on this policy and reduce the

constant to 3/V/2 0.51.

1.2 The Multiple Capacitated-Vehicle DTRP

As satisfying as these results are, the model of a single uncapacitated vehicle is somewhat

unrealistic for most practical purposes. Therefore, we were motivated to expand the analysis

to more realistic configurations. In the remainder of the paper, we show how the results

above can ultimately be extended to the case where the region A is serviced by a homoge-

neous fleet of m vehicles operating out of a set VD of I'DI = m depots, where each vehicle

is restricted to visiting at most q customers before returning to its respective depot. (The

depot locations need not be distinct.) We show that the minimum expected system time,

T*, in this case has the following lower bound:

-2 AA(1 + 2 2p)

9 m2v2(1 - p 2-)2 2p

where p A/m, F denotes the expected distance from a uniform location in A to the closest

point in D and y is the same numerical constant from the uncapacitated bound. Note that

for the case q -- oo and m = 1 this reduces to our earlier bound, albeit with a weaker

constant.

When m > 1 and q = oo, we show that policies with the same constant factor perfor-

mance guarantee as in the single server case can be constructed by simply partitioning A

into m equal subregions and serving each one independently using a single-server policy.

For q finite, we construct policies, , for which

AA(1 - 1)2 2a 
TtI ~ 7~ 2v2( 1 _ P)2 as

mqv vq
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and therefore have a constant factor guarantee. In the case where all m vehicles are based

out of the same depot, we show that a policy based on subdividing the region into squares,

forming tours of q customers within each square and then serving tours in FCFS order

has a constant factor guarantee. A better guarantee is provided by a policy based on tour

partitioning, adapted from the static heuristic analyzed by Haimovich and Rinooy Kan [16].

When there are k depots, these results also hold under certain symmetry conditions.

These results provide some intuitively satisfying insights. For example, when m = 1 and

q < oo they imply a necessary and sufficient condition for stability is

2Af
P + < 1.

vq

Observe that this condition is no longer independent of the service region geometry because

of the presence of F; however, for q -- oo the dependence vanishes. The second term in this

stability condition has the interpretation of a radial collection cost in the sense of Haimovich

and Rinnoy Kan [16]. That is, 2F/v is essentially the average time required to reach a set of

q customers from the nearest depot (the radial cost). Dividing by q gives the average radial

travel time per customer, and hence multiplying by A we obtain the fraction of time the

server spends in radial travel. The above condition says that as long as this fraction plus

the fraction of time spent on-site is less than one, the system will be stable. Furthermore,

the waiting time grows like the inverse square of the stability difference, 1 - p - 2vq, just

as it does in the uncapacitated case. Note that the average radial distance F plays a crucial

role in the system's behavior in this case. Indeed, we prove that if one has the option of

locating the depot anywhere within A, then minimizing F (i.e. locating the depot at the

median) is always optimal in heavy traffic.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In §2 we examine the case of m

vehicles without capacity constraints. We obtain lower bounds that extend and improve on

our earlier results in [9]. We then propose several policies for this case and analyze their

performance with respect to the lower bounds. In §3 we examine the capacitated case. We

establish a lower bound and propose and analyze two policies for the single depot, multi-

vehicle case. As mentioned, this policies can be extended to the multi-depot case provided

certain symmetry conditions hold and these are discussed in §3 as well. In §4 we discuss

extending these results to minimize a mixed system time and travel cost objective. Finally,

in §5 we give our conclusions.
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2 The m-Vehicle, co-Capacity DTRP

2.1 Lower Bounds

Before deriving the lower bounds, some notation and more precise definitions are needed.

We shall index demands according to their service order. We let si denote the on-site service

time of the i-th demand served, Wi denote the i-th demand's waiting time and Ti = Wi + si.

With each demand we associate a travel distance, di, which is the distance the server travels

in going from demand (i - 1) to demand i. The limiting expected values of these random

variables are defined by = limio,, E[si], W = limioo E[Wi], T = limi-,, E[Ti] and

d = limioo E[di]. We shall assume these limits exist. Finally, as before we write T to

indicate the system time of a particular policy p and T* to indicate the optimal system

time.

2.1.1 A Light Traffic Lower Bound

The first bound is most useful in the case of light traffic (A -- 0):

Theorem 1

T* > oE[ min IX - xoll] + .
-V oEVD

Proof

We begin by dividing the system time of demand i, Ti, into three components: the

waiting time of demand i due to the servers travel prior to serving i, denoted Wid; the

waiting time of demand i due to on-site service times of demands served prior to i, denoted

WiJ; and demands i's own on-site service time, si. Thus,

= Wd + Ws + si.

Taking expectations and letting i -- oo gives

T = Wd + W' $ , (1)

where Wd = limi,,. E[Wid] and W' - lim=i_ E[Wil].

To bound Wd, note that Wid is at least the travel delay between the location of the closest

server at the time of arrival and demand i's location. In general, the servers are located in
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the region according to some generally unknown spatial distribution that depends on the

policy. However, suppose we had the option of locating the m servers in the best a priori

set of location, D*; that is, the set of location that minimizes the expected distance to the

demand's uniformly distributed location, X. This certainly yields a lower bound on the

expected distance between the nearest server and the demand's location, and since this in

turn is a lower bound on Wd we obtain

Wd > - min E[min jIX - xoll]. (2)
- V IDl=m WoEV

The set of locations that achieves the minimization above is called the set of m-median

locations of the region A. Using the trivial bound W, > 0 and combining with (1) and (2)

establishes the theorem.

0 (Theorem 1)

2.1.2 A Heavy Traffic Lower Bound

A lower bound useful for p - 1 is provided by the following theorem, which generalizes and

improves upon the heavy traffic bound in [9]:

Theorem 2 There exists a constant 7 such that

T* > 2 AA s(l - 2p)
m2 v 2(1 - p)2 2p

where 7 > 2 0.266

Proof

We begin with an important lemma which will be used again in the capacitated case.

Lemma 1

d > -vt7 ' (3)

where 2 = 2 and N is the average number of customers in queue.

Before proving this lemma, observe that Theorem 2 is easily derived from it by substi-

tuting the bound on d into the stability condition,

d m
37+- < (4)
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which yields

v/N + m/2N - T'
After rearranging, noting that T = W + S and N = AW, we obtain the bound of Theorem

2. Thus, Theorem 2 is established once Lemma 1 is proven.

C (Theorem 2)

Proof of Lemma 1

Consider a random "tagged" demand and define,

So: The set of locations of demands who are in queue at the time of the tagged demand's

arrival union with the set of server locations.

S1: The set of locations of the demands who arrive during the tagged demand's waiting

time ordered by their time of arrival.

Xo _ The tagged demand's location.

Ni lSil, i=0,1

ZO* min-ESo 11x - Xo11.

Further, define Zi IXi - Xol where Xi is the location of the ith demand to arrive after

the tagged demand (e.g. S1 = {X 1,X 2, ... ,XN 1 }). Note that {Zi ;i > 1} are i.i.d. with

P{Zi < } < ' (5)

and that N1 is a stopping time for the sequence {Zi;i > 1).

The set of locations from which a server can visit the tagged demand is at most So U S1;

therefore, the value of di for the tagged demand is at least Z* min(Z*,Z1 , ..., ZN, .

Hence,

> E[Z*]. (6)

We next bound the right hand side of (6). To do so define a indicator variable for a

random variable X by

1 if X < z

0 ifX>z
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where z is a positive constant to be determined below. Then

N1

P{Z* > z} = P{Iz + lIzi = O}
i=l

N1

= 1-P{Iz + Izi > 0}
i=1

N1

> 1 - E[Iz + Z Izi] (Ix Integer)
i=l

= 1- E[Iz*] - E[N]E[Iz,] (Wald's Eq.).

Since E[N1] = N and E[Iz,] = P{Zi < z} is bounded according to (5), we obtain

7rz
2

P(Z* > z >_ 1- PIZ < z}- A *' (7)

An upper bound on P{ZO < z} is provided by the next lemma.

Lemma 2 : P{Z < z} < - (N + m).

Proof

This proof simplifies that presented in [9] and also extends the result to any bounded,

Lebesque (area) measurable subset A of R 2. First, consider any set S of n points in A. Let X

be a uniformly distributed location in A independent of S and define Z* = minEs IIX - x11.

For each point in S, construct a circle of radius z centered at the point, and let A(S) denote

the total area in A covered by the intersection of these circles. Then,

A(S) i7rz
2

P{Z*z=Z <= A() < - n.
A -A

Since X 0 is independent of So under any condition on So, we can condition on the value No

and use the the above bound to assert that

7rz
2

P{ZO < zlNo} < -- No.A

Unconditioning and observing that E[No] = N + m establishes the result.

o (Lemma 2)

Using the result of Lemma 2 in (7) yields

P(Z' > z} > 1 - (2N + m)z 2 .

10
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Combining this with the trivial bound P{Z* > z} > 0 we obtain

E[Z*] > max{O, 1 - (2N + m)z 2 }dz = i; (1- cz 2 )dz,

where c _ (2N+m) The integral gives 3c - 1/ 2 , whereupon substituting the value c we

establish the Lemma 1 with y = 2 0.266.

C (Lemma 1)

2.2 An Optimal Light Traffic Policy

A direct extension of the SQM policy to the m-server case gives an optimal policy in light

traffic as we now demonstrate. Consider the following policy:

The m Stochastic Queue Median (mSQM) Policy

Locate one server at each of the m median locations for the region A. When demands

arrive, assign them to the nearest median location and its corresponding server. Have

each server service its respective demands in FCFS order returning to its median after

each service is completed.

Proposition 1

TmSQM ,1 as - 0.
T*

Proof

Let j = 1, ,m index the m Voronoi cells, Aj denote the j-th cell, Aj = AjI and x]

denote the j-th median location. Also, let A = AA denote the arrival rate to cell j and

pi = AjS server j's utilization. Finally, for a uniformly distributed location X E A let

j = E[IIX - xll I X E Aj]

and

d = E[I- l x; ll2 X e Aj].

Note that each cell j is an independent, single-server SQM system operating as an M/G/1

queue with first moment + 2dj/v and second moment s2 + 4-'dj/v + 4dj2/v 2. Since, the

probability of a given arrival lands in cell j is simply AjI/A, we have that

TmSM = A Aj Aj(s
2 + 4dj/v + 4d/v 2 ) + A (

TmSQM A = -Aj+ = .(di/v + ),
= A 2(1- 2 j/v - p) j=A
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where the terms in the second sum are the weighted one-way travel time plus on-site service

time means in each cell. As A -- 0, A - 0 for all j and thus the contribution of the

first term tends to zero, while the second term is simply ,,E[minoEv. IX - xoIl] + by

construction since {z } = FD* and Aj = {xj = argminllx - x II}. Therefore,

TmSQM E[inED. IX - XoI] + s as A -- 0.

Comparing this to Theorem 1 establishes the proposition.

0 (Proposition 1)

One can verify from the individual stability conditions for each cell that if A > 0 there is

a critical value p, < 1 such that the system time is unbounded for p > pc; therefore, in light

of Theorem 2, it is clear that the mSQM policy has an unbounded cost relative to optimum

for p -- pc and certainly for p -- 1.

· 2.3 Heavy Traffic Policies

We next turn our attention to heavy traffic (p --. 1) policies. We prove that policies based

on randomized assignment of arrivals to servers have a constant factor guarantee for p - 1,

but this factor increases with m. We show for a new version of the TSP policy introduced

in [9] that this dependence on m can be eliminated. In addition this policy improves on the

best known constant value -y, for the single-server DTRP. Finally, we show that the same

result holds if the service region A is divided into equal sized subregions and one of the

single server policies is applied in each region.

2.3.1 Randomized Assignment (RA)

One possible strategy for a multiple-vehicle system is to allocate demands to vehicles using

randomization. This policy, which we call randomized assignment (RAp), is defined as

follows:

The RAp Policy

Divide the Poisson input process into m Poisson sub-processes, one for each vehicle,

using randomization. Assign one vehicle to service each sub-process using a heavy

traffic, single-server policy p.

12
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Proposition 2

RA < 2 as p l.

Proof

In this policy, each vehicle sees a demand arrival process with rate A/m and operates in-

dependently in the entire region A to service it. The system time for randomized assignment

is therefore simply
TRA 2 AAas P

TRAP ~ 7~ mv2( 1 p)2 as p 1.

where as before p A/m. Comparing this to the bound in Theorem 2 establishes the

proposition.

0 (Proposition 2)

Observe that the performance guarantee for RAp has the undesirable characteristic of

increasing with the number of servers.

2.3.2 A G/G/m Version of the TSP Policy

One might expect that a more intelligent allocation of customers to servers might yield a

better bound. Such is indeed the case as shown by the following GIG/G/m version of the TSP

policy. The policy is based on collecting customers into sets that can then be served using

optimal TSP tours:

The G/G/m Policy

Let Ark denote the kth set of n demands to arrive, where n is a given constant that

parameterizes the policy ( e.g. NA is the set of demands 1,... ,n, .A2 is the set of

demands n + 1, ... , 2n, etc.) Assume the server operates out of a depot at a random

location in A. As sets form, deposit them in a queue. Serve sets from the queue

in FCFS order with the first available vehicle by following an optimal tour on their

locations starting and ending at the depot. (The vehicle randomly selects one of the

two possible orientations of these tours.) Optimize over n.

Proposition 3
TGGm m + 1 2

T' - 2 2 as p 1.
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Proof

Note that if one considers sets as customers, this policy defines a G/G/m queue. The

interarrival distribution is Erlang order n, and thus the mean and variance of the interarrival

times for sets are n/A and n/A2 respectively. The service time of sets, a random variable

which we denote generically by r, is the sum of the travel time around the tour, denoted Ln,

and the n on-site service times. Thus, E[r] = E[Ln]/v+nS and Var[r] = Var[Ln]/v2 +na,,

where 4a = s2 - 2 is the variance of the on-site service time.

We next make use of a heavy traffic limit due originally to Kingman [20] for the waiting

time W in a G/G/m queue (c.f. [21]),

(1~ / as --- 1, (8)23(l- tm

where a2 and ab2 are the variances for the interarrival times and service time respectively,

t is the mean interarrival time and x is the mean service time. Letting Wet denote the

waiting time of a set, this limit in our case gives

X( n + l(Var[Ln/v2 + na))
Wset ~ 2(1 - mn(E[Ln]/v + n))

A(1/A2 + -( v + a,2))
2(1 pAm. n ) .(10)

As we show below, in order for the policy to be stable in heavy traffic n has to be large.

Thus, because the locations of points are uniform and i.i.d. in the region, we can apply the

following asymptotic TSP results (c.f. [22], [26]):

E[Ln] .. (11)

and

Var[L] 0, (12)
n

as n - oo. ( E, 0.72 is the Euclidean TSP constant.) In order to simplify the final

expressions, we have neglected the difference between n + 1 and n in the above expressions.

(The tour includes n points plus the depot.) Since n turns out to be large, the difference is

negligible. Substituting these expressions above we obtain,

Wet, ~A(1/A2 + U2/m 2 )

14
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For the queue to be stable, p + /3-~ < 1, which implies

A2/ 2 A
n > 2 2 ( _ p) 2 (14)

Therefore for p - 1, n must indeed be large, and thus using asymptotic TSP results is

justified. Also, as p -- 1, p+ AITSP - 1 for all n satisfying (14), and thus we confirm

the queue operates in heavy traffic.

The waiting time given in (13) is not the wait for service of an individual demand; it is

the wait in queue for a set. The time of arrival of a set is actually the time of arrival of the

last demand in that set. Therefore, to get the system time of a demand we must add to

(13) the time a customer waits for its set to form, which we denote W-, and also the time

it takes to complete service of the customer once the customer's set enters service, which

we denote W +. By conditioning on the position that a given customer takes within its set,

one can show that
n-i n

W- = 2A- < _
2A 2A

By doing the same conditioning and noting that the travel time around the tour is no more

than the length of the tour itself, we obtain

W+ < E[Ln] 1 - n_

k=l

where we have used the fact that the optimal tour on n points in a region of area A is

bounded above by ,v/nA for some constant 8 (e.g. 3 = 2 for the strip heuristic in a square

[19]). Therefore, denoting the total system time by TGGm, for p -) 1,

A(1/A 2 + /m 2 ) n(l + mp) -+ n;1
2(1 - p- 3 ) - 2A V

We would like to minimize (15) with 'respect to n to get the least upper bound. First,

however, consider a change of variable to

mv(l-p)>/E

Physically, y represents the ratio of the average travel time, d = - to its critical value

m(l-p) (see equation (4)). With this change,

A(1/A 2 + '2/m2 ) A3 2 A(1 + mp) A,8pA
2(1 - p)(1 - y) 2m22(1 - p)2y2 mv2(1 - p)y'
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For p --+ 1, one can verify that the optimum y approaches 1. Therefore, by linearizing the

terms above about y = 1, an approximate optimum value, y*, is

y. l _ (1/A2 + / 2 )(1 - p)
/3 2A(m + 1)

Substituting this approximation into (16) and noting that for p -- 1 the approximate y*

approaches 1 we have that as p -- 1

2 AA(m + 1) /xA/2A(m + 1)(1/A 2 + 2/m2 ) 3P3AA
2m 2 v2 (1 - p)2 2mv( - p)3 /2 mv 2 (1 - p)'

The leading term is proportional to - Comparing this term to Theorem 2 estab-
mv 2

(1-p)
2 this term to Theorem 2 estab-

lishes the proposition.

O (Proposition 3)

We point out that the contribution due to the queueing term (W,,et) is only O((1_p)- 3/ 2 )

and that the leading order term is due to W- and the on-site service time component of W +.

Also, note that the leading term is still dependent on m but it increases like (m+ 1)/2 rather

than m as in the randomized assignment case, which is clearly better but still somewhat

unsatisfactory.

2.3.3 The Modified G/G/m Policy

A modification to the G/G/m policy can eliminate this dependence. The analysis re-

quires the following theorem due to Inglehart and Whitt [17] on the behavior of the queue

EGI/G/m (c.f. Flores [13]):

Theorem 3 (Inglehart and Whitt [17]) Consider an m server queue fed by the super-

position of k renewal processes. Let 1/Ai and aoi denote, respectively, the mean and variance

of the interarrival time of the i-th renewal process, i = 1,2,... ,k. Let 1/pj and obj denote

the mean ant variance, respectively, of the service times at server j = 1, 2,..., m. (Such

a queue is denoted ZGI/G/m.) Define A il Ai p jm=l Pj and p - . Then the

mean waiting time in queue, W, satisfies

~ % + E7.l2J 3b
W - Ei=l s2ai + 2 =1 40f'j as p - 1.

The modified G/G/m policy itself is defined as follows:
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The Modified G/G/m Policy

For some fixed integer k > 1, divide A into k subregions of equal area using radial

cuts centered at the depot (i.e. form k wedges of area A/k) . Within each region,

form sets of size n/k as in the G/G/m policy and, as sets are formed, deposit them in

a queue. Service the queue FCFS with the first available vehicle by following optimal

tours as before. Optimize over n.

Proposition 4
TMOD GGm <3 2

<-2Z as p-- l.

Proof

We will only sketch the proof of this proposition since the detailed analysis closely

parallels that of the G/G/m policy. Observe the modified policy works very much like the

G/G/m policy except that smaller tours are formed independently on subregions of A.

This modification has the following effect on the three components of the system time,

W-, W + and W,,t defined above: For W-, which is the wait for a set to form, there is

no change. This is because, although the number of demands in a set is reduced by 1/k,

the time between arrival of demands in a subregion is increased by a factor of k; hence,

W- remains the same. W +, which is approximately one half of the service time of a set,

is reduced by 1/k because the number of on-site services per tour is reduced by 1/k and,

since both the area and number of points are reduced by l/k, the tour length L" ~ 3/3Vr

is also reduced by 1/k.

This leaves the waiting time in queue for a set, W,,t. The resulting queue is EGI/G/m

since the input process in now the superposition of k independent renewal processes, one

from each of the k subregions. Using Theorem 3, one can show that W,,t again satisfies

(13). Thus, combining the three terms W-, W + and W,,et and repeating the analysis, we

obtain
TMOD GI 2 AA(1 + m/k)

TMOD G/G/m 2 m2v2(1_ p)22 M2 v2 (1 - p)2'

The proposition then follows by taking k to be arbitrarily large.

When k >> m, the constant for this policy approaches //V. This improves on the

best constant for the single server problem (m = 1) of / obtained in [9] (essentially for the
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policy G/G/1). Since these constants are squared in the leading order term, the system

time of this modified policy is one half that of the previous best known policy.

2.3.4 A D/G/m Version of the TSP Policy

We next briefly mention a D/G/m version of the TSP policy that has the same constant

as the modified G/G/m policy. The D/G/m policy is again based on collecting demands

into sets that can then be served using optimal TSP tours; however, sets are formed by

clustering demands periodically in time and space as follows:

The D/G/m Policy

For some fixed integer k > 1, divide A into k subregions of equal area using radial

cuts centered at the depot (i.e. wedges of area A/k). Number the regions 1,...,k

consecutively starting at an arbitrary region. At each time t = (.)j, j = 1, 2,...,

form a set in subregion (j mod k) + 1 of all the demands that arrived in that subregion

during (t - 0, t] (i.e. since the time the last set was formed in this subregion).

As sets are formed by this process, deposit them into a queue. Serve sets from the

queue FCFS with the first available vehicle by following an optimal tour on the de-

mands in the set starting and ending at the depot. (The vehicle randomly selects one

of the two possible orientations of these tours.) Optimize over 0.

The behavior of this policy is summarized in the following proposition: (The proof is

omitted due to its similarity to the previous cases.)

Proposition 5
TD/GI/m t2< as p 1.

T* 272

To visualize the process, consider the case where A is a circle. The arm of a clock sweeps

the circle A every 8 time units, and, upon passing a subregion, deposits all the demands

in that subregion into a set. The resulting sets are then served FCFS from a queue as in

the G/G/m policy. In this way, sets are formed regularly every O/k units of time and the

number of demands in a set, Ne, is a Poisson random variable with mean (A/k)0.

This policy defines a D/G/m queue. The constant time between arrivals is 0/k, and the

service time of sets are i.i.d. random variables. To analyze this queue, we again use the

heavy traffic limit (8) and proceed as in the G/G/m case.
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2.3.5 Independent Partitioning Policies

The last policy we examine for the uncapacitated case is based on partitioning the service

region:

The P, Policy

Divide the region A into rn subregions of equal size. Assign one vehicle to each region,

and have vehicles follow a single server policy p to service demands that fall within

their subregion.

Proposition 6
Tp y,2

as p1.
T* - 2

Proof

The effect of this independent partition is to reduce both the area and the arrival rate

by a factor of l/m. Thus, it is immediate that

2 (A/rn )(A/m) -2 as p
Tp. AS v 2(1 - p)2 = 7 2v2(1p)2 as 1.

Comparing to the lower bound in Theorem 2 proves the proposition.

[ (Proposition 6)

Thus, we see rather easily that any constant factor heavy traffic policy for the single

server DTRP can readily be extended to a m server policy with the same constant factor

using independent partitions.

It is interesting to compare the policy PMOD G/G/1 to the modified G/GI/m policy.

Assuming the same number of wedges, k, is used for both, the constant for PMOD G/G/1 is

,L+1/ while the constant for modified G/G/m is 83 1+2/*. While it is true that one

can theoretically let k be an arbitrarily large constant, in practice the partitioning policy is

to be preferred since for finite k it is always smaller.

It is tempting to infer that an optimal m-server policy can be constructed from an

optimal single server policy using partitions. Unfortunately, since we do not know if there

exists a single constant y such that the lower bound in Theorem 2 is tight for all m, such a

conclusion is premature; however, the idea seems highly plausible and is worth a conjecture:

Conjecture 1 Let p* denote an optimal single-server DTRP policy in heavy traffic. Then

P,. is an optimal m-server policy in heavy traffic.
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3 The m-Vehicle, q-Capacity DTRP

We next examine a capacitated version of the m server DTRP. To every server we associate

a depot with a fixed location in A with the rule that servers are allowed to use only their

designated depots. Let D denote the set of these m depot locations. We shall allow the case

where several vehicles have identical depot locations so that one can model m vehicles based

out of a single location or m vehicles allocated to k < m locations within this framework. The

capacity constraint we consider is simply an upper bound of q on the number of customers

each server can visit before being required to return to its designated depot.

Before beginning, some additional notation is needed. As before, we let i index demands

according to their service order. The length of the tour containing demand i is denoted

ci and the average tour length, c is defined by c = limioo E[ci]. Also, if the location

of demand i is i, then the radial distance from i to the closest depot, ri, is defined as

ri = minoEV Ilxi - x011 and r = limi-,, E[ri]. Note also that

= E[min IIX- xoll],

where X is a uniformly distributed location in A.

We shall also make the assumption that each tour visits exactly q demands. This simpli-

fies the analysis and seems quite reasonable for the heavy traffic case. It allows us to assert,

for example, that c = q without worrying about questions of random incidence. We shall

further assume q > 1, since otherwise the system behaves as an ordinary M/G/m queue.

3.1 A Heavy Traffic Lower Bound

We begin with the following lower bound:

Theorem 4 For q > 1,

,2 AA(1 + 1/q)2 s(1- 2p)
T* >-_

9 m2v2(1- p- 2Ar)2 2p

Proof

Consider demand i and the tour of length ci that contains it. Randomly and indepen-

dently select two distinct points in this tour and denote them j1 and j2. (Note that jl = J2
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is not allowed.) Define j. = min{jl,j 2 } and j* = max{jl,j 2 }. Note that the length of

the path from the depot to jl is at least rj,, since this is the distance to the closest depot.

Similarly, the length of the path from the depot to j2 is at least rj2. Adding to these two

quantities the distance travel from j, to j* we obtain the following bound on the tour length,

ij

ci > rjl + rjz + Z;,
/=j.+l

where Z is the distance to the nearest neighbor of j (i.e. Z* as defined in the proof of

Lemma 1). Since the points jl and j 2 are equally likely to be any of the q points in the

tour containing i, it follows that the limiting distribution of rj, and rj 2 is the same as ri.

Similarly, the limiting distribution of each term Z above is the same as Z.. Therefore,

taking expectations on both sides, letting i -, oo and noting that jl - oo and j2 -- oo as

i -+ oo we obtain

i.
> 2 +E[ E Zi]

j=j.+1

= 27+ E[/jl]E[Z*], (17)

where Aj = jl -j2. The last equality above follows from the linearity of expectation and the

fact that the I jI is independent of the distances Z7. We next need the following lemma:

Lemma 3 E[IAjl] = 2(1 + )

Proof

First, consider selecting points jl and j2 that are not distinct (i.e jl = j2 is allowed). The

random variable Aj in this case is distributed as the difference between two independent,

equiprobable selections from the set {1, 2,..., q}. By considering the joint sample space,

one can show that

2
E[IAjl] - [l(q - 1) + 2(q - 2) + . + q(O)]

q2

[q=l i= ]

Using the fact that Z'-l i = q(q + 1)/2 and E l i2 = q(q + 1)(2q + 1)/6 and substituting

above implies that E[Iljl] = (q - ). Now, if we discard outcomes with jl = j2, which

occur with probability l/q, the probabilities of the remaining outcomes are scaled up by a
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factor of 1/(1- ). Since jl = j2 outcomes contribute nothing to E[lAj] above, it therefore

follows that when selecting distinct points

E[lAjl] = 1 (q- 1) = ( + ).
q q 3 q

O (Lemma 3)

Using Lemma 3 and noting that lower bound on E[Z*] from Lemma 1 applies in the

capacitated case as well, (17) becomes

> i; + (1 + ) /3 1 V NN + m'S2'

Using the fact that d = c/q implies

d> 2-+ (1 + -)/ '
q q 3N + m/2'

Substituting this into the stability equation (4), rearranging and noting that N = AW and

T = W + § we obtain the bound in Theorem 4.

o (Theorem 4)

A few comments on this bound are in order. Note that if we take q - 0oo, the constant

value is one third of the value in the uncapacitated case. This is somewhat troubling since

we know that for q = oo the two problems are in fact equivalent. It is therefore worth

exploring, briefly, the relevance of this bound.

First, note that there will always be a sufficiently large value of q (specifically, q >

3p) for which the uncapacitated bound in Theorem 2 dominates the capacitated bound in

Theorem 4. Thus, when one views q as the independent parameter, Theorem 4 can often

be irrelevant.

It is quite relevant, however, if we consider the shape of the region, on-site service

statistics and vehicle capacity q as given and view the arrival rate, A, as the independent

parameter. In this case one is typically interested in how the system behaves as the traffic

rate increases toward its maximum value. Theorem 4 shows that a necessary condition for

stability is
2Af

p+- < 1.
mvq

Thus, A increasing toward its maximum value is equivalent to p + mA -+ 1. As the traffic

intensity approaches this limit, the capacitated bound always dominates the uncapacitated

bound; it is this asymptotic behavior that is well captured by Theorem 4.
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The 1/3 factor appears to be mainly a by-product of the randomization used in the

proof; our selection of two random points in effect "cuts out" one third of the local tour on

the q points, which, when added to the two radial terms, forms the bound. The difficulty in

eliminating the 1/3 factor is that one must bound the sum of the radial terms and the local

tour terms. This is to be contrasted with the analysis of of the static VRP where typically

only one of these terms dominates the cost. Indeed, this difficulty is related to the static

VRP when q = O(n), for which not much is known (c.f. [16]).

We conjecture that the 1/3 value can be eliminated. Indeed, we know by Theorem 2

that for q = oo the performance guarantee is the same as in the uncapacitated case, and we

show below in Proposition 9 that for q = 2 it is also the same. As a further motivation, one

can heuristically argue that

d > 2ir- + E[Z*](1 - 1
q q

as follows: a fraction 1/q of the arriving demands are first on the tour, for which di is the

sum of two radial distances, one from the depot to the last demand in the previous tour

and one from the depot to these first demands. The mean of this sum tends to 2 in heavy

traffic. (Exactly how it tends to f is the critical technical difficulty). The remaining points

have di at least equal to the distance to the nearest point, Zi, which gives us the above

expression. Using this heuristic bound on d implies

T* 2 AA(1- 1/q)2 (1 - 2p)8)
M22( 2Ar 2 2p '

which, as we shall show below, would imply the same constant factor bound as in the

uncapacitated case for all q. Finally, note that the above is in fact true if we restrict

ourselves to optimizing over the class of policies in which the radial connections to the

depot have mean .

3.2 An Optimal Light Traffic Policy

Recall that vehicles following the mSQM policy service only one customer between visits to

their respective depots. This policy is therefore feasible for any capacity q > 0. Using the

fact that the lower bound in Theorem 1 is for a relaxed problem (i.e. infinite capacity), it is

therefore immediate that mSQM is also optimal for the capacitated problem in light traffic.
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3.3 Single-Depot Heavy Traffic Policies

We next construct two policies for the m-vehicle, q-capacitated problem for the case where

all vehicles operate out of a single depot and p + 2 - 1 (heavy traffic).

3.3.1 The Region Partitioning (qRP) Policy

The first heavy traffic policy is based on region partitioning and is defined as follows:

The qRP Policy

Divide the region A into k equal sized subregions (except perhaps on the boundary)

using a square grid system centered at the depot as shown in Figure 1. When q

consecutive demands arrive in a single subregion consider it the arrival of a set. Service

sets in FCFS order by the first available vehicle as follows:

1. Form a TSP tour on the q demands in the set.

2. Select one of the q demands in the set at random.

3. Service the set by traveling to the selected customer, then around the tour (ser-

vicing demands as they are encountered), and finally returning from the selected

customer back to the depot.

Optimize over the number of subregions k.

Proposition 7

T* - 2 2 (1 + 1/q) 2 as p D 1.

where ]8 is the TSP constant for q uniformly distributed points in a square (i.e. 3 = A ).

Proof

We proceed as before and determine the waiting time for a set, Wet. Let Li be length

of the local, TSP tour containing the i-th customer and E[L] = limi-,, E[Li]. Let F be

defined as above. From the uniformity of the partitions and the construction of the tours

we have that the expected time to service a tour, E[r], is given by

E[r] = 2- + E[L] + 
V V
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A/n + Demand Locations

Figure 1: Subregions of the qRP Policy

Denoting Var[L] by ao', we have

Var[r] = 4 2+ T +

We point out that a is assumed finite, 2a is finite due to the boundedness of A and ao is

also finite (c.f. [22]).

Again, the queue formed by this policy is EGI/G/m. Thus by invoking Theorem 3 we

obtain

qmv + ( + q))

Define to be the constant such that the length of the optimal tour on q uniform points

in a square of area A satisfies EL = 3v'. (If q is large, one could reasonably use the

asymptotic value 13 - 0.72.) For the reader concerned about the non-square regions on

the boundary, observe that these can be considered as complete squares with a nonuniform

distribution of point locations in which case vfAT is an upper bound on -[q (see [4]). Since

each subregion has an area A/k, substituting this expression for E[L above gives

IW ( + ;j7 + + a
2

))

2(1-p- mgW q-;)

where p = A/m. Adding the expected wait for a set to form, which is at most k, and the

expected wait for service once the set enters service, which is at most j. + + 2, and
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making the change of variable

vm(1 - - -.F ) ,.

we obtain the rather complicated expression

1 ! 4a
2 2 2

_(__ + __(__+_ _+__) A/ 2A _qm 2A.
T2 P < (A A + q m( 1 -p- - )y+0(1).

2(1- p - 2)(1- y) 2m2v2(1 p - 2 2y2 A mqv
mqv mqv

In this case, y has the interpretation as the ratio of the average local travel time per demand

to its critical value. We can again obtain an approximate minimizing value y* for the case

+ m2A - 1 by linearizing about the value y = 1. This yields

vm /( + ;;v( + + +q ))1 - m )

T 2A

For p + 2v - 1, the above approximate y* approaches 1, thusmqv

A1 2 A
WqRP A2 A ~ 2m 2 v2 (1 -- p -A )2

Comparing this leading term to the bound in Theorem 4 establishes the proposition.

0 (Proposition 7)

The qRP policy thus has a constant factor guarantee in the heavy traffic case. Note that

this analysis has also established the sufficiency of the stability condition p + 2XF < 1 for

the single-depot case since TqRP is finite whenever this condition is satisfied.

The existence of such a policy also allows us to establish the following Theorem:

Theorem 5 In the single-depot DTRP with vehicle capacities q > 1, suppose that one has

the option of locating the depot anywhere within A. Then in heavy traffic, the median is the

optimal location.

Proof

The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there exists a policy * that is optimal in heavy

traffic (i.e. yields the value T* asymptotically), but it does not use the median for its depot

location. Let T* denote the expected radial distance from the median location and r..

denote the expected radial distance from the policy p* depot location. Because we have

assumed policy p* does not use the median location, f. = F* + AF where AF > 0. Now

consider the qRP policy with the depot located at the median. For notational convenience,
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define 6 = 1 - p 2A(r +r) and = 2AAf/mvq. By our qRP results and Theorem 4, if p*mvq

is indeed optimal, then for all 6 > 0, T,. must satisfy

y 2AA(1 + /q) 2
_(1 - 2p) <T. < 2XA ( +

9m 2v 2 2 2p m2v 2 (6 + )2 + ) 2.

Note, however, that for 6 - 0, the lower bound above approaches infinity but the upper

bound remains finite since > 0. Therefore, T,. cannot satisfy this condition for all > 0

and hence p* cannot be optimal.

o (Theorem 5)

3.3.2 The Tour Partitioning (qTP) Policy

We next analyze a policy based on the tour partitioning (TP) scheme introduced by Haimovich

and Rinnooy Kan [16] for the static vehicle routing problem. The policy is defined as follows:

The TP Policy

As in the G/G/m policy, collect demands into sets A1 , .A2, ... of size n as they arrive

and construct optimal tours on these sets. Starting at a randomly selected point in

A1 , split the tour into I = n/ql segments of q demands each (except, perhaps, for

the last segment). Connect the end points of the segments to the depot to form I

tours of at most q demands each. Assign the first available vehicle to service all the

demands in the set using these tours. Repeat for /2, 3, ... serving sets in FCFS

order. Optimize over n.

Proposition 8

TTP < 9 2(1 + m)(1- l/q)2 as p 1.
T* - 2y2 (1 + l/q)2 mqv

Proof

To analyze this policy, we need the mean and variance of the time to service a set. Since

these set service times are i.i.d., it suffices to determine these quantities for the set .A/1. Let

the random variable Rn denote the total radial connection distance for the set of tours on

., Ln denote the length of an optimal tour on the set of points in A1 and L, denote the

length of the portion of this tour that is actually used in the tour partition solution. The

length of the total tour, denoted Vn, is therefore Vn = Rn + L,.
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To determine E[V,] we first condition on knowing the locations A/ = {X 1,...,X,}.

As shown in [16], the sum of the lengths of the solutions produced by all of the n possible

starting points is
n

21 r, + (n - l)L.
i=l

Therefore it follows that the expected length of the tour obtained by randomly selecting one

of these n starting points (still conditioned on f1 ) is simply

21- ri +(1 - - )Ln
i=1

Removing the conditioning on /i we obtain

1
E[V] = 21 + (1 - )E[Ln],

n

and therefore adding the on-site service times the expected time to service a set is

-; i E[L]
21r +(1 1 ) E[Ln + n. (19)v n v

The variance of the time to service a set is

Var[Vn] + 2 (20)
V2 +neY~(

We shall evaluate Var[Vn] shortly.

Using (19) and (20) in the G/G/m limit (8) and recalling that the mean and variance of

the interarrival time of sets are n/A and n/A2 , we obtain the following limit for the waiting

time for sets in queue, Wst,

A( 1 + 1I Var[V, ,J.2
Wset ( 7 =v ' (21)

For p + 2 - 1 we show below that n must be large, therefore E[Ln]/n 3v/- /n

and /n 1/q. For Var[Vn]/n, note that Var[Vn] = Var[L] + Var[Rn] + 2Cov[Ln,Rn]

< Var[Ln] + Var[Rn] + 2/Var[Ln]Var[Rn]. It can be shown that Var[Ln]/n 0 O and

Var[Rn]/n ar2/q; therefore, dividing through by n we have that Var[Vn]/n -ar2/q.

Substituting these above and adding the wait for a demand's set to form and the wait for a

demand to be served once its set enters service we obtain

TqTP ~ +- 1+) A.2
TqTP (1 + n 1 + (p + 2A )) + mqv-muq q mvv/n !
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Note that the stability condition is

2AF 1 A%/3
P+ -v + ( 1 - ) < 1,

mvq q mv ¶

which implies
(1- 1/q)2 A2 2A

m 2v2 (1 - P- mvq

Therefore assuming n -+ oo as p + 2 -* 1 is consistent.

Making a change of variable to

(1- 1/q)A/A

v( 1--mvq )

and using the approximation

a
2

a +)~ p_ 2A )

y ++ - ' V 2(1- 1/q)A

we finally obtain that for p + 2q 1

TqTP 4X32 A(1 - 1/q)2 (1 + m) (22)
2m 2v 2(1 2A - r )2

Comparing this expression to the lower bound establishes the proposition.

0 (Proposition 8)

The presence of the factor 1 + m can be eliminated using the following modified version

of the qTP policy.

The Modified Tour Partitioning (MOD qTP) Policy

For some fixed integer k > 1, divide A into k subregions of equal area using radial cuts

centered at the depot. Within each region, form sets of size n/k and form collections

of feasible tours on these sets as in the qTP policy. As sets are formed, deposit them

in a queue. Service the queue FCFS with the first available vehicle by following the

collection of tours. Optimize over n.

The performance of this policy is described by the following proposition, which we shall

not prove since the argument is only a slight modification of the previous proof:

Proposition 9
TMOD qTP < 9]32(1_ l/q)2

T* - 22(1+ 1/q)
2 '
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or equivalently,
, A2A(1- l/q)2

TMOD qTP 2 2 ( 2(1 -'
2m 2v 2 (1-p- m)Vq

This tour partitioning policy has several advantages over the qRP policy. First, note that

it has a (1 - 1/q) factor multiplying its leading term. For low values of q, this improves the

performance guarantee. Indeed, for q = 2 we have

TMOD qTP < 2

T* - 272'

which is the same as the best guarantee for the uncapacitated vehicle case. Comparing the

leading behavior of TMOD qTP above to Equation (18), we see that the 22 guarantee is also

valid for all q if we restrict ourselves to optimizing over the class of policies which have a

mean radial connection cost of f.

Second, observe that the constant is the asymptotic value 3 for all values of q where as

the qRP policy only achieves the asymptotic value 3 for large values of q. (Recall we used

an upper bound ,l on 3 in the qRP policy.) This stems from the fact that, as the traffic

intensity increases, the qRP policy reduces travel distance by forming optimal tours of q

points on increasingly smaller subregions; the tour partitioning policies, by contrast, split

an increasingly large tour on the entire region. Thus, the qRP policy constant is always

based on finite tours of size q, while the tour partitioning policies achieves the asymptotic

value 3 for any q. For these reasons, we consider the tour partitioning policy to be superior

to the region partitioning policy.

3.4 Heavy Traffic Policies for Some Symmetric Multi-Depot Cases

We now briefly describe some multi-depot cases for which provably good policies can be

constructed. Suppose there are k depots and a positive integer p such that m = kp. That is,

there are exactly p vehicles per depot. Further, suppose these k depots induce Voronoi cells

that are identical in shape and size. Then if one applies a p vehicle policy (i.e. qRP with p

vehicles) in each cell, the resulting system time will be within a constant factor of the lower

bound in heavy traffic. This due to the fact that each cell has an arrival rate of A/k and

serves an area of size A/k, each of which has the same mean radial distance F. Therefore,

since each region operates with p vehicles we have

T ~ 2 (A/k)(A/k) as p + - 1
p2v 2 (1P_ 2(A/k)r) 2 ' qvm

(vqp
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A/ 2 A

m2 v2 (1 - - )2

and hence the policy has a constant factor performance guarantee.

If k is large and the depots are located at the k median locations, then Haimovich and

Magnanti [15] show that the Voronoi cells approach a uniform, hexagonal partition of A

(i.e a honeycomb pattern). Since this simultaneously produces uniform Voronoi cells and

minimizes F, if follows that assigning p vehicles to each of the k medians is again provably

good. Also, if one has the option of choosing k and p in this case, then k = m and p = 1

are optimal since this choice minimizes , which in turn minimizes T.

In the asymmetric case, it is less clear what approach to take. Certainly if m = kp and

one has the option of positioning depots, then some approximately uniform partition seems

best. If the depot locations are fixed at asymmetric locations and/or the m vehicles cannot

be evenly partitioned among the depot locations, then it is less certain which policy is best.

Indeed, there seems to be an inherent contradiction in the asymmetric case: each set must

be serviced by its closest depot to achieve a radial travel cost of F yet the arrivals must be

evenly allocated to vehicles to achieve a uniform rate of A/rn. More sophisticated bounds

and/or policies are probably needed in these cases.

4 Routing to Minimize Travel and Waiting Cost

We next turn our attention in a different direction and reconsider the objective function

for our problem. Though we have concentrated throughout our discussion on minimizing

system time, in many practical problems there is in fact a mixed objective involving waiting

and travel costs. The value d, the travel distance per demand served, is perhaps the most

natural measure of the travel cost in our formulation since over an infinite time horizon the

total travel distance is always infinite. Thus, rather than simply minimizing T we may in

fact be interested in a more general objective function of the form

g(T, d),

where g penalizes both the system time T and travel cost d.

It turns out that this objective can be easily incorporated in the policies we have pro-

posed. In our analysis, we consistently made a change of variable from the set size n to
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a variable y that represented the ratio of travel time per demand to some critical value.

In the uncapacitated case, y is simply the ratio of d/v to its critical value m(-); in the

capacitated case, it is the ratio of the local travel cost to its critical value. Rather than

seeking the y that minimizes the system time, it is useful to examine the system time as a

function of y; that is, T(y). Note that for y = 0 no traveling occurs while y = 1 implies

the maximum amount of travel per arrival. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the

case of a single, uncapacitated vehicle (i.e. the G/G/1 policy as defined in the §2.3.2) to

illustrate the tradeoff. Similar results apply for the other cases.

In the uncapacitated, m = 1 case, we obtained a system time of the form (see Equation

(16))
Cl C2 C3

T(y) = (c + 2 + '
(I- 0 Y, Y

where cl, . 3 depended on the system parameters. This function is shown graphically in

Figure 2 for the case a2 = 0, A = 1 and T = 0.1 and p = 0.9. Note that the function has

poles at both 1 (travel equal to its critical value) and 0 (no travel at all) as expected.

To minimize T(y), we want to optimally balance between these two extremes. For p -+ 1,

the coefficient c2 increases much more rapidly that cl and c3 . Thus, the optimal value of
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y approaches 1 corresponding to the travel time per customer approaching its maximum

(critical) value. Note that increasing y beyond y* increases both the travel cost and the

waiting time; therefore, there is no reason to choose a value in this range. However, one

might want to choose a lower value of y, corresponding to less travel per demand, at the

cost of increasing the average system time. For instance, in our example y* 0.906 and

the system time is 578. If we decide to reduce the average travel cost per demand 10% to

y = 0.81, the system time increases by 21% to 702. In general, one would select a value of y

that minimizes a particular cost function g. This confirms the rather intuitive notion that

there is a tradeoff between travel cost and system time in dynamic vehicle routing systems.

Similar relationships are found for the capacitated case with the exception that the

variable y represents the ratio of the local travel cost to its critical value. The interesting

difference here is that the radial costs per service, 2AF/qm, cannot be traded-off against

system time; only the local costs can.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have examined congestion effects when operating many capacitated vehicles in a dynamic

and stochastic environment. In the uncapacitated case we found that the stability condition

is independent of any characteristics of the service region while in the case where each vehicle

has capacity q < oo, the depot location and system geometry strongly influences the stability

condition. We also showed that the distributed character of the system gives rise to behavior

very different than that of traditional queues. In particular, the optimal, expected system

time in heavy traffic is (m 2 v2(Al-p))) for the uncapacitated case and O( m2 2(l-AA 2A )))

for the capacitated case. Moreover, we found optimal policies in light traffic and several

policies that have system times within a constant factor of the optimal policy in heavy

traffic. We also discussed how to extend the policies to minimize a mixed objective function

involving both travel and system time costs.

These results give new insights into the problems of stability, depot location and response

time under congestion for dynamic, stochastic vehicle routing systems. However, some open

questions still remain in this area. In particular a proof of Conjecture 1 is needed to round

out our understanding of the relationship between the single and multiple-vehicle problem.

A more challenging problem is to try and close the gap between the lower bound constant
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7 and the various policy constants y, with the ultimate goal of finding asymptotically

optimal policies in heavy traffic. Our conjecture here is that = /v', and thus the

modified G/G/m and modified qTP policies are in fact asymptotically optimal; however,

we have not been able to prove this. A challenging problem in a different direction is to

investigate dynamic routing in a network environment rather than under some Euclidean

metric. We hope that some of the insights and techniques presented in this paper can be

used for this problem.
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